Fully automated Cloud based
Rental Management

Trace & Track every customer and ensure
timely rentals for consistent revenues

Real-time analytics of every item.
based on SKU and revenue generated

Inspirria Cloudtech - a 5 star NetSuite partner has developed the NetSuite based Rental Management module RentalEdge understanding these specific needs and requirements of the rental business. This fully-automated,
Cloud-based module has the power to completely revolutionize your Rental business, and optimize revenues
without any further investment. RentalEdge can be deployed across niches such as Real Estate, Automobiles,
Machines, Gadgets, Equipment and more rental businesses, where the key to profitability is right information, at the
right time, for the right entity.
Built on the NetSuite platform, RentalEdge can help organizations to seamlessly generate MIF, Purchase contract and
Rental Contracts for each asset, and comply with all regulations, without any hassles.
With over 15 years of experience in cloud technologies and more than 600 global clients, we can help you deploy the
right solution in the cloud.

RentalEdge: Transforming Asset Management With Technology
Inspirria's powerful RentalEdge module provides complete end-to-end Rental Management
services, which helps companies to have more control and more flexibility.
The advantages include:

● Fully automated, Cloud-based solution which makes the owners location-

independent, and empowered
● Hassle-free, auto-generated Purchase contract and Rental Contracts, which saves

time and resources
● Trace and track every customer, and ensure timely rentals based on purchase and

rental contracts: This will optimize the earnings, and plug the leak
● The monthly inventory-status report, based on every asset owned by the company.

Trace the items as it is transferred to the client's location or returned, in real-time
● Completely automated Machine In Field (MIF) creation, against specific SKU / item

number
● Real-time analysis and tracking of every item which has been rented out, and the

revenue generated based on purchase / rental contracts
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